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outline

● introduction
● experiment
● theory
● our work
● conclusion (on page 33)
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Muons: 'Strong' 
evidence found 
for a new force 
of nature

On April 7
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Magnetic moment: introduction

classically:

charge

i.e. the magnetic dipole moment 
is proportional to the angular 
momentum of charged particles

QM:

for electron, using 
Dirac equation

QED ‘28 4



first evidence of the electron g-2
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gross structure QM (Bohr model)

Lamb shift QED

fine structure Dirac equation

QEDhyperfine structure

energy levels in 
hydrogen atom



The muon g-2 experiment

First we need to create polarized muons and measure them

shooting protons on a target we get pions

measuring the direction of the electron momentum 
provides the direction of the muon spin 
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The muon g-2 experiment

[from Jegerlehner,Nyffeler ‘09]

cyclotron frequency muon spin precession
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The muon g-2 experiment

electrostatic focusing system needed:

magic gamma

=0
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BNL-E821 (1997-2001)

3.7 𝜎
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from www.g-2.bnl.gov
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Extracting

total uncertainty from 3 external sources 24 ppb
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Extracting

from muon g-2 col. 

reduction by factor of 4
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Status and plans

● Run-1 results presented on April 7
○ 15% smaller uncertainty than BNL
○ 3.3 𝜎 tension with theory

● Run-4 currently ongoing
● Run-5 will start in fall
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Theory: short historical overview of muon

● 1936: discovery of “mesotron”, C.Anderson, S.Neddermeyer
● 1941-1947: it cannot be meson (Yukawa’s particle), 

but rather fermion → 𝜇-on
● muons are about 200 times heavier than electron

● I. I. Rabi: “Who ordered that?”
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QED: renormalization
June 1947: Shelter Island Conference (NY)
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QED: historical overview

it took 20 years to realize how to get from Dirac 1928 to Schwinger 1947
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Theory prediction

Contributions to anomalous magnetic moment of lepton 𝑙 = e, 𝜇, 𝜏
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Theory prediction: QED

universal mass dependence due to 
different masses in loops

typically expanded in 
fine structure constant: 19



Typo!

Note theory vs. exp in 1947: 
0.00116(1) vs. 0.00118(3)

correct:

i.e. only: 0.6𝜎 in 1947! 20



No typo here, though:

photo by K.A.Milton
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QED: renormalization
Feynman

Schwinger Tomonaga

Oppenheimer: “other people give talks to 
tell you how to do it, but Julian gives talks 
to tell you how only he can do it.'' 

Dyson

1949:     QED theory as we know it
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2-loop contributions: 2 years later
two independent calculations lead to:

wrong! - corrected by Sommerfield ‘57, Petermann ‘57

Schwinger’s student
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2-loop Feynman diagrams

[from Jegerlehner,Nyffeler ‘09] 24



3-loop: 72 diagrams to calculate

analytical result in [Laporta, Remiddi ‘96] after cracking the triple cross diagram

in agreement with numerical value [Kinoshita ‘95]: 1.181259(40),
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however, note that it was revised from: 1.17611(42)



Higher order QED

4 loops: 891 diagrams to calculate semi-analytic result: Laporta ‘17

in agreement with Kinoshita et al 
−1.91298(84)

5 loops:  12672 diagrams to calculate numerical result: Kinoshita’s group ‘15-’18

6 loops:   202770 diagrams to calculate nobody 26



This was only QED. What about other contributions?

for magn.moment of electron not that important:

from Laporta ‘18

Most precise measurement: 
Harvard group ‘11
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Electroweak corrections: muon g-2
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Jegerlehner,Nyffeler ‘09]

3-loop LL approx

‘20:



Hadronic contributions
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6845(40) +92(18)

vacuum polarization light-by-light scattering

problem with sign - two independent 
groups had “minus”



Summary of theory vs experiments

30n.b.

BMW

New lattice data on LO HVP: 6931(40) → 7075(55)



Our group “contributions”
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“pion dominance”● pion decay: KK, Moussallam ‘09
● resonances: KK, Novotný ‘11 + Kadavý in prep.
● radiative corrections: Husek, KK, Novotný, 

Sanchez-Puertas, Vaško
● rational approach: Masjuan, Sanchez-Puertas ‘17
● experiment proposal: KK, Kovaľ

from [KK,Novotny ‘11]



The most precise physical measurement?

● Yes, if physical means in some sense fundamental
● Yes, if we are talking about electron g-2
● Yes, if no “null results” are considered

■ [pdg] photon mass < 1x10-18 eV
■ [MICROSCOPE] weak equivalence principle ~ 10-15

■ ratio of electron and proton charge
■ ….
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Feynman in 1985: “the equivalent of measuring the distance 
from Los Angeles to New York to within the width of a human 
hair.”

today: measuring the distance from the Earth 
to the Moon with the same precision



Conclusion

● electron g-2 is the most precise fundamental physical measurement
● muon g-2 is a possible window to new physics
● both played important role in particle physics development (past 74 years)
● NP hint? -> too early
● only one hint? -> interesting anomalies in B physics
● only one (and half) experiment on g-2? -> J-Parc proposal

■ different method: well controlled muon beam
■ 2020-2023 construction
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THANK YOU!


